
 

 

TUESDAY 4 FEBRUARY 2020 

NHS FUNDING BILL 

Legislative Grand Committee (England)  

Chairman of Ways and Means’s provisional grouping and selection of Amendments 

 

Funding settlement for the health service in England; spending on mental health and mental 

illness; spending on maternity safety; virement from capital budgets; child and adolescent mental 

health spending; annual performance report; inflation; annual review of increases in health 

service costs 

 

2 [Opposition] + 1 [Gill] + 5 [Opposition] + 3 [Opposition] + Clause 1 stand part  

+ Clause 2 stand part + NC1 [Gill] + NC2 [Lib Dem] + NC3 [Opposition] + NC4 [Opposition]  

+ NC5 [Opposition] + NC9 [Anne Marie Morris] + NC 11 [Opposition] 

 [Three hours after commencement of proceedings on the Bill 

 

3 February 2020 By order of the Chairman of Ways and Means 

 #NHSFundingBill 

Not selected: 

4 [Opposition]: contradicts money resolution  

NC6 [SNP] + NC7 [SNP]: not signed by member of LGCE (see notes below on report stage, if any) 

NC8 [Bob Blackman]: no ways and means cover for levy on producers of tobacco products 

NC10 [Opposition]: out of scope international trade negotiations 

Notes:  

The Speaker certified the NHS Funding Bill as an England-only Bill under Standing Order No. 83J. 

Any Member of the House may speak in the Legislative Grand Committee (England) (LGCE), but only 

Members for constituencies in England may vote, act as Tellers or move any motion in LGCE. 

After the Bill has been reported from LGCE, the Bill (whether or not amended in Committee) will be 

considered on report. 

Only if there is any time left before the end of 3 hours after commencement of proceedings on the 

Bill in LGCE, the House may consider at report stage, subject to selection by Mr Speaker, any 

Amendments and New Clauses which may be tabled formally as soon as the Bill is reported from 

LGCE. Mr Speaker has provisionally selected the following New Clauses, if they are tabled for 

consideration at report stage, which may be moved as long as the 3 hour time limit has not expired: 

             NC6 [SNP] + NC7 [SNP]. 

After the report stage (if any), the House will again resolve itself into LGCE to consider a consent 

motion for the Bill as a whole (as amended or not, as the case may be). 

After LGCE has agreed the consent motion, the House will resume for the Bill’s Third Reading which 

may continue up to no later than 4 hours after the commencement of proceedings on the 

committee stage of the Bill in LGCE. 


